Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Minimax problem is an important class of nonsmooth optimization, since it has a broad application background. Numerous models in optimal control \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], engineering problem \[[@CR3]\], portfolio optimization \[[@CR4]\] and many other situations \[[@CR5]\] can be formulated as the following minimax optimization problems with inequality constraints: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$j \in \{ I \cup J\} $\end{document}$ are differentiable. Obviously, the non-differentiablity of the objective function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F(x)$\end{document}$ is a main challenge for solving minimax problem, as the classical smooth methods cannot be applied directly. Over the past few decades, the minimax problem has attracted more and more researchers' attention and many algorithms have been developed, which can be grouped into three classes in general.

The first class of algorithms views the problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) as the constrained nonsmooth optimization problem, which can be solved directly by several classical nonsmooth methods, such as subgradient methods, bundle methods, and cutting plane methods, Refs. \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\]. The algorithms in \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\] have a shortcoming that it is difficult to improve the numerical results. However, we have observed in \[[@CR9]\] that a feasible descent bundle method for solving inequality constrained minimax problems is proposed, by using the subgradients of functions, the idea of bundle method and the technique of partial cutting planes model, to generate the new cutting plane and aggregate the subgradients in the bundle, so the difficulty of numerical calculation and storage is overcome.

The second one is the entropy function method \[[@CR10]--[@CR13]\]. First, it transforms the objective function minimax problem into a smooth function with parameters. Then the objective function is approximated by a parametric and smooth function. For example, the parametric and smooth function with the parameter *p* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_{p}(x) = \frac{1}{p}\ln \Biggl\{ \sum _{i = 1}^{l} \exp \bigl[pf_{i}(x)\bigr] \Biggr\} . $$\end{document}$$ Since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Due to the particular structure of the objective function, the third approach is that the problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be transformed into the following equivalent smooth constrained nonlinear programming by introducing an artificial variable *z*: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\min_{(x,z) \in R^{n + 1}} z,\quad \mbox{s.t. }f_{i}(x) - z \le 0, \quad i \in I;\qquad f_{j}(x) \le 0,\quad j \in J. $$\end{document}$$ Then, we can solve the above inequality constrained optimization by some well-established methods, such as the sequential quadratic programming type (SQP) methods \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\], the sequential quadratically constrained quadratic programming type (SQCQP) methods \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\], the trust-region strategy \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] and the interior-point method \[[@CR22]\]. In \[[@CR14]\], a SQP algorithm is proposed that incorporates the particular case of minimax problems, the global and local convergence is ensured. In order to improve the convergence properties and numerical performance, Jian and Zhu *et al*. developed improved SQP methods established in \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\] for solving unconstrained or constrained minimax problems, by means of solving one quadratic programming an improved direction is yielded and a second-order correction direction can also be at hand via one system of linear equations. Under mild conditions, we can ensure global and superlinear convergence. Jian *et al*. \[[@CR17]\] developed the norm-Relaxed SQP method based on active set identification and new line search for constrained minimax problems, which the master direction and high-order correction direction are computed by solving a new type of norm-relaxed quadratic programming subproblem and a system of linear equations, respectively. Moreover, the step size is yielded by a new line search which combines the method of strongly sub-feasible direction with the penalty method.

Recently, several researchers have worked on the SQCQP, to solve unconstrained or constrained minimax problems. The authors provided the SQCQP method \[[@CR18]\] and showed that their algorithm is faster than the SQP algorithm that is a well-known algorithm used for solving constrained minimization problems, which solved a subproblem that involves convex quadratic inequality constraints and a convex quadratic objective function. Jian *et al*. \[[@CR19]\] also proposed the simple sequential quadratically constrained quadratic programming algorithm for smooth constrained optimization. Unlike the previous work, at each iteration, the main search direction is obtained by solving only one subprogram which is composed of a convex quadratic objective function and simple quadratic inequality constraints without the second derivatives of the constrained functions.

Although the SQP and SQCQP methods can effectively solve the minimax problem, this transformation may ignore the unique nature of the minimax problem and then increase the number of constraint functions. Moreover, these methods require the solution of one or two QP (QCQP) subproblems at each iteration, especially, some subproblems may be complex for the large-scale problems. In general, there are many cases where the subproblems cannot be solved easily, which will increase the amount of computations largely. Hence, (generalized) gradient projection method (GGPM) based on the Rosen gradient projection method \[[@CR23]\] has been developed for solving inequality constrained optimization problems. The GGPM method has good properties that the search direction is only a gradient projection explicit formula and it has nice convergence and numerical results for middle-small-scale problems. These good natures cause widespread concern of many scholars \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\]. In \[[@CR25]\], Chapter II, there are more systematic and detailed study about generalized gradient projection algorithm for inequality constrained smooth optimization.

It is well established in the literature that, when the number of constraints is very large, the active set identification technique can improve the local convergence behavior and decrease the computation cost of the algorithms of nonlinear programming and minimax problems. An earlier study of the active set identification technique can be found in \[[@CR27]\]. Many satisfactory results on the general nonlinear case were studied, *e.g.*, \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. Facchinei *et al*. \[[@CR28]\] described a technique based on the algebraic representation of the constraint set, which identifies active constraints in a neighborhood of a solution. The extension to constrained minimax problems was also first presented in \[[@CR30]\] without strict complementarity and linear independence. Moreover, the identification technique of active constraints for constrained minimax problems can be more suitable for infeasible algorithms, such as the strongly sub-feasible direction method and the penalty function method.

Despite GGPM's importance and usefulness, there are no GGPM type method that are applied to solve minimax problems with inequality constraints. The aim of this paper is to propose such an algorithm, analyze its convergence properties, and report its numerical performance. Motivated by \[[@CR26], [@CR30]\], in this paper, we propose a generalized gradient projection algorithm directly on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$R^{n}$\end{document}$ with a new working set for the problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The characteristics of our proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows: We propose a new optimal identification function for the stationary point, from which we provide a new working set.The search direction is generated by only one generalized gradient projection explicit formula, which is simple and could reduce the computational cost.Under some mild assumptions, the algorithm possesses the global and strong convergence.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the algorithm. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} discusses the convergence analysis. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} contains numerical results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

Description of algorithm {#Sec2}
========================

In this section, for the sake of simplicity, we introduce and use the following notations for the problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in this paper: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& X: = \bigl\{ x \in R^{n}: f_{j}(x) \le 0, j \in J\bigr\} , \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned}& I(x): = \bigl\{ i \in I:f_{i}(x) = F(x)\bigr\} ,\qquad J(x): = \bigl\{ j \in J:f_{j}(x) = 0\bigr\} . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ According to the analysis of other projection algorithms, we need the following linear independence assumption.

Assumption A1 {#FPar1}
-------------
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                \begin{document}$x \in X$\end{document}$ such that the gradient vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\{ \nabla f_{i}(x) - \nabla f_{l_{x}}(x), i \in I(x)\backslash \{ l_{x}\};\nabla f_{j}(x),j \in J(x)\}$\end{document}$ are linearly independent.

Remark 1 {#FPar2}
--------

We can easily find that Assumption [A1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} is equivalent to Assumption [A1-1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}:

Assumption A1-1 {#FPar3}
---------------
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Lemma 1 {#FPar4}
-------
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Proof {#FPar5}
-----

Under Assumption [A1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, it is shown that the matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2 {#FPar6}
-------
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Proof {#FPar7}
-----

\(i\) First, by ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}), together with Lemma [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}(iii), ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}), ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}) and ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\(ii\) From Lemma [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}(ii) and ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] N_{k}^{T}d^{k} &= \rho_{k}^{\xi} \bigl\{ - N_{k}^{T}P_{k}g_{l_{k}}^{k} + N_{k}^{T}Q_{k}^{T}v_{L_{k}}^{k} \bigr\} - \varrho_{k}N_{k}^{T}Q_{k}^{T}e^{k} \\ &= \rho_{k}^{\xi} \bigl\{ - D_{k}Q_{k}g_{l_{k}}^{k} + v_{L_{k}}^{k} - D_{k}\bigl(N_{k}^{T}N_{k} + D_{k}\bigr)^{ - 1}v_{L_{k}}^{k}\bigr\} \\ &\quad {}- \varrho_{k}\bigl\{ E_{\vert L_{k}\vert } - D_{k} \bigl(N_{k}^{T}N_{k} + D_{k} \bigr)^{ - 1}\bigr\} e^{k}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$

Then we discuss the following two cases, respectively.
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Algorithm A {#FPar8}
-----------
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*Step 1.* For the current iteration point $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Step 2.* Obtain the search direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2 {#FPar9}
--------

The inequality ([21](#Equ21){ref-type=""}) is equivalent to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that Lemma [2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}, we get $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Convergence analysis {#Sec3}
====================

In this section, we will analyze the global and strong convergence of Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}. If Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} stops at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assumption A2 {#FPar10}
-------------
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Lemma 3 {#FPar11}
-------

*Suppose that Assumptions* [A1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} *and* [A2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} *hold*. *Then* (i)*there exists a positive number* *c* *such that* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar12}
-----

\(i\) Because of Assumption [A2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} and Lemma [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}(i), it is easy to get the total sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the lemma above, we can present the global convergence of our algorithm.

Theorem 1 {#FPar13}
---------

*Suppose that Assumptions* [A1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} *and* [A2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} *hold*. *Then Algorithm * [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} *generates an infinite sequence* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

If the infinite iteration index set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Subsequently, we further show that Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} has the property of strong convergence.

Theorem 2 {#FPar15}
---------
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-----
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Numerical experiments {#Sec4}
=====================

In this section, in order to validate the efficiency of our proposed Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, some preliminary numerical experiments have been carried out. Test problems are divided into two groups. The first test group is made up of 10 problems (P1-P10), of which four small scale problems P1-P4 are taken from \[[@CR25]\], which is the problem 7.3.28, 7.3.32, 7.3.31 and 7.3.29, respectively; and the other six middle-large-scale problems P5-P10 are from \[[@CR31]\]. These six problems are composed of the corresponding objective functions and constraint functions in \[[@CR31]\]. The second test group, we pick up six problems from \[[@CR31]\] and compare the results of Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} with the algorithm from \[[@CR17]\] (called Algorithm B). In particular, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} is coded in MATLAB R2010b, and on a PC computer with Windows 7, Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU 2.4 GHz. During the numerical experiments, we set parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The numerical results are listed in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The following notations are used: 'Prob.': the test problem number; 'n': the dimensions of the variable *x*; '*l*': number of all component objective functions; '*m*': number of constraint functions; '$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we see that Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} can generate approximately optimal solution for all the test problems. The search direction is generated by the generalized gradient projection explicit formula, and a new working set is used, which can reduce the scale of the generalized gradient projection, so the proposed Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} is efficient.

In Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, we compare our Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} with Algorithm B, and all the numerical results are tested by a same PC computer. The performance of the two algorithms is similar in terms of the approximate optimal objective value at the final iteration point, although the number of all component functions evaluations in the objective and constraints evaluations is few for Algorithm B, our proposed algorithm performs much better than Algorithm B relative to the cost of CPU running times.

In summary, through the numerical results in two tables and the analysis above, we can get that the proposed Algorithm [A](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} is promising for middle-small-scale minimax problem.

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

Although the generalized gradient projection algorithms have good theoretical convergence and effectiveness in practice, their applications to minimax problems have not yet been investigated. In this paper, we present a new generalized gradient projection algorithm for minimax optimization problems with inequality constraints.

The main conclusions of this work: A new approximation working set is presented.Using the technique of generalized gradient projection, we construct a generalized gradient projection feasible decent direction.Under mild assumptions, the algorithm is global and strong convergent.Some preliminary numerical results show that the proposed algorithm performs efficiently.

Results and discussion {#Sec6}
======================

In this work, a new generalized gradient projection algorithm for minimax optimization problems with inequality constraints is presented. As further work, we think the ideas can be extended to minimax optimization problems with equality and inequality constraints and other optimization problems.
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